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«Basta la mossa!» or Not? Silent Film, Theatre 
and the Pedagogy of  Actors in Italy

Zusammenfassung: Angeregt von einer allgemeinen Wiederbelebung der 
Forschung über Filmschauspieler möchte mein Text einige wenig beachtete 
Quellen analysieren und ihren Wert für die Filmwissenschaft erschließen: die 

* * *

th century that the 
social role and the status of  actors began to be revaluated in most European 

1

2 Appreciation of  actors increased only from the middle of  the 19th 
Grande Attore as well as the incredi-

3

notes written by actors themselves started increasing in number in the 19th 
4 

L’arte dell’attore dal Romanticismo a Brecht. 
Teatro e spettacolo 

nel primo Ottocento Teatro e spettacolo nel secondo Ottocento

3 Grande Attore is an Italian expression referring to a small group of  extremely popular 19th cen-
La 

scena italiana: materiali per una storia dello spettacolo dell’Otto e Novecento
L’arte dell’attore

that the activity of  actors was based on the rigor of  theory and not only on the 

-

5

articles and interviews with actors from this period that are addressed to young 
-

poem written by Trilussa th century who wrote in 

-

 
 

 
Se allarghi mejo certi movimenti 

 
 

 
If  you stress some moves 

7

Bianco e Nero

7 Trilussa: Tutte le poesie
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9 

based on a professional method instead of  just improvisation and unprofessi-

th century 

examining this evidence for a long time and we have a plethora of  studies 
 Their analyses shed light on several important aspects of  19th century 

theatre: 

A sociology of  actors 

Theories of  acting and passions 
Other issues related to the aesthetics and organisation of  spectacle

 [ -

Bianco e Nero
-

Pedagogical institutions

11

-
-

12 They 

is possible to deduce the methods of  these schools or the ideas and approa-

13

interviews and articles by famous actors also have a fundamentally pedagogical 
14

the minor professionalism of  cinematic pedagogues and the lower authorita-
tiveness of  cinematic teachings which were carried out in improvised settings 

11

-

12
-

-

L‘arte silenziosa: l‘espressione dei sentimenti portati al cinemato-

-
amino: 

13
14
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-
15

 in 1913 before they were published in extended form 
in the journal -

A sociology of  actors

-

17

refers to his biography with accounts of  his education as an actor in a small 
operetta 

and I had supposed that four grimaces would have been enough to be a good 

15
L’Arte muta

Il Tempo L’Arte 
muta Le dive italiane del 
cinema muto

-

17

-

direttori di scena

metteur en scène

dell’arte muta

are the only people who have the technical and artistic competence to lead the 
entire troupe and their authority seems to have increased to the detriment of  

Acting style 

th century Italian theatre sometimes 

They often present a sort of  acting style grammar that seems too rigid to illus-

-

19 
-

-

19 Prontuario delle pose sceniche

of  acting during the 19th
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acting based on dramatic situations or the representation of  passions rather 

have abilities of  self-direction as well: they have to control their position in 
relation to other actors and they have to pay attention to their exposure to 

21

Theories of  acting and passion 

The theories of  acting lead me to the central argument of  my paper where 
I try to show how the connection between the theatrical and cinematic tra-

th century is a 
Grande 

Attore 

22 perfor-

La letteratura teatrale italiana
21
22 In his essay Paradoxe sur le comédien

23 

24

25

certainly conscious of  the peculiarity of  acting in front of  a camera and with 

th

resulting from this theorisation is a confusing mix of  passionateness and adhe-

The emotionalist theory is the principle approach of  Simonetti and 

 topoi closely follow those of  theatrical 

23

 
24
25
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27 The low cut-

actor capable of  ignoring his own personality in order to embrace the passions 

 

 

 

27 MA L’AMOR MIO NON MUORE!

aimed at improving the mobility of  facial expressions 
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